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EDITOR’S CHOICE

MY KIND 
OF SHISHA

Started by an enthusiastic group of four young and vivacious men, My Kind of Shisha (MYKOS) 
has amalgamated the traditional Hookahs into the urban routines seamlessly. MYKOS has 
redefined the whole Shisha smoking experience by introducing a motley of flavors and alluring 
ambience mixed with the satisfying slurp of magic liquids, offering an out-of-the-world 
experience to its customers

D eveloped in Northwestern India around 
1,000 years ago, Shisha smoking has been a 
pertinent part of the lifestyle since ages. This 

tradition of passing breezy evenings under open sky 
clouded with rings of smoke have been elevated to 
a trend of which the urban youth has become a fan 
with the rise of Shisha lounges. The transformation 
of Hookahs from ornamental centre-pieces of tables 
to the centre of whole occasion has been triggered 
by the incorporation of new and fresh elements in 
the taste and aroma of the usual water pipes. Shitij 
Malhotra, Sameer Mago, Siddhanth Malhotra, and 
Dishant Bandulla are taking this trend a notch higher 
with My Kind of Shisha – the only dedicated Hookas 
Catering and Rental Company in Delhi-NCR. MYKOS 
celebrates the spirit of revolutionizing urban trends 
which are mixing the rooted authenticity of age-old 
practices in the new-age style and suave culture.

TO THE CLOUDS OF SMOKE
The team at MYKOS reckons that Shisha is not just 
an art but is also a very meticulous science. It has 
spent substantial time on research and practice in 
developing specially flavored blends which can soothe 
the senses instantly. People at MYKOS hold Shisha 

close to their hearts, and they prepare each round with 
love and attention to ensure an ultimate experience 
for the customers. The authentic water-pipe smoking 
has been converted into a celebratory practice by 
mixing modern lifestyle trends in the whole package 
from the look to taste.

MYKOS has enhanced the cozy interiors of more 
than 40 cafes across India like The Junkyard, Town 
Hall, My Bar, Mojo, etc. with their offerings of 
exclusive flavors and intricately designed Hookahs. 
The lip-smacking flavors have been the part of 
many reunions, where people are seen drinking on 
memories. The intrinsically crafted Hookahs have 
adorned many functions and parties where stresses 
are relieved. The aroma of the specially flavored bowls 
has filled love in many romantic outings, the couples 
zoning out of the world in the embrace of hazy smoke. 
The Hookah offerings of MYKOS have been a part 
of innumerous private parties as well making them 
an event unforgettable – the soothing aromas added 
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to the musical ambience creating an experience  
worth living.

FEED YOUR SENSES
As the name says, My Kind of Shisha presents its 
customers with a completely personalized experience 
by giving them the choice of selecting the perfect flavor 
depending on their moods. MYKOS offers its clients an 
exclusive range of around 70 unique flavors coming 
from brands like Al-Fakher, Starbuzz, Afzal, Alladin, 
and Argelini. To add some extra taste, it also provides 
fresh fruit Hookah bowls as well. Their Mystique Ice 
Tip gives an optimal Hookah experience by creating a 
smooth, delicious, and non-harsh taste by cooling the 
Shisha smoke. Trained professionals serve these magic 
potions with an art unmatched ensuring maximum 
comfort and satisfaction of the clients.

MYKOS believes in serving a consistently pleasing 
experience to its customers and hence an approach 
which can cater to the overall senses of the person 
inhaling the magical smoke is followed. It presents a 
wide array of intricately designed Hookah bodies and 
pipes, making the Shisha more tempting and inviting. 
Be it the Khalil Mamoon Shisha or the AK 47 Shisha, 
the designs can impress the beholder in just one quick 
gaze. The vibrant Peacock Shisha is no less than a 
piece of magnificent art imbibing marvelous strokes of 
exquisite colors in it. And the LED Shisha is just the 
perfect thing one can order on a night out with the 
vivacious college group celebrating the spirit of youth.

TOUR DE FORCE
•	 MYKOS	offers	a	huge	variety	of	
international	flavors	served	through	
trained	professionals	to	customers	
all	day/night	long.

•	 Through	extensive	research	and	
consistent	hard	work,	MYKOS	has	
derived	specially	blended	flavors,	
which	are	exclusive	to	them.

QUANTUM LEAPS
•	 In	a	very	short	span	of	time,	MYKOS	
has	succeeded	in	associating	with	
40	plus	top-rated	cafes	pan-India.

•	 MYKOS	has	done	a	good	amount	of	
research,	and	has	procured	only	the	
best	quality	hookahs	and	the	finest	
quality	of	flavors.


